The University of Michigan opened its new Computer Center in 1971, in a brand-new building on Beal Avenue in Ann Arbor, with beige-brick exterior walls and a dark-glass front. The university's enormous mainframe computers stood in the middle of a vast white room, looking, as one faculty member remembers, "like one of the last scenes in the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey." Off to the side were dozens of keypunch machines—what passed in those days for computer terminals. In 1971, this was state of the art. The University of Michigan had one of the most advanced computer science programs in the world, and over the course of the Computer Center's life, thousands of students passed through that white room, the most famous of whom was a gawky teenager named Bill Joy.
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The 10,000-Hour Rule

"Outliers"
The author emphasizes the importance of practice in developing a complex task.

**The 10,000-Hour Rule**

The idea that expertise is achieved through a large number of hours of practice is well-supported by research. The argument is that practice is necessary to master a skill.

The text continues with a discussion of the concept of expertise and the role of practice in achieving it. It mentions the 10,000-hour rule, which suggests that consistent practice over a long period is necessary to achieve high levels of expertise.

The discussion also touches on the role of innate talent versus practice in achieving expertise. It notes that while some people may have a natural aptitude for certain skills, others can also become experts through consistent practice.

The text concludes by emphasizing the importance of practice in developing expertise, whether in music, sports, or other fields. It encourages readers to dedicate time and effort to practice in order to achieve their goals.
The 10,000-hour rule.
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He passed for a moment to do the math in this
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OUTLIERS
Second trip, they played 97 times. On their third trip, they played 106 times. There were more hours a night. On their best night, they played between 1960 and the end of 1962. On the first trip, they recorded the double album "Two moss mornings."

When I first played, we got better the crowds stayed till we were old. On the other hand, no sound, but we were better and the competition was stiff. Our drumming started coming in. We played seven nights a week. Once the news got around, they were making a show. "Here is Peter, the band's drummer at the time.
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that we wouldn't get twenty or thirty hours in. There was

We were programming on weekends. It would be a rare week
school years. I suppose that's why there is a higher

"It was my obsession," Gears says of his early high

after hours a day, seven days a week.

puter time on the ISM minicomputer, which represents only
twenty percent of their computer time. In one seven-month period

anymore company payroll. In one seven-month period

in an eight-month period, I'd be asked to

in the exchange for a piece of software that could be used to

office behind the computer center at the

C-Club and eventually wear burgundy so Gears and his

and programming just into the evening.

After school, Gears took the bus to the C-Club office.

ends in exchange for the programming time pocketed

to test the computer's software programs on the week.

would do the LaBardere computer club, Gears wandered, like

would have been one of the founders of the club—among

which LaBardere Computer Corporation (LCC) is called. Computer

were the medical center and the physics department. They were

LaBardere Computer Corporation. They had these machines at

and found our friend Linda Frey-sixteen. Then I

summer: This is where I was fifteen and sixteen. Then I

got stuck. Our, I didn't get to use the computer that much.

a period where Paul Allen and I got in trouble for steal-
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OUTLINES
Good fortune it was to be at Lakeside in 1968. Being there meant that understanding what the extraordinary was meant to mean. It was a unique environment, one that was unlike any other. Bill Gates was at the beginning of our interest. There were great minds who were fusing different paths. "I was very lucky," Bill Gates said as he began his journey at Lakeside. The school was a place where he could develop his ideas. He was surrounded by brilliant minds and had the kind of experience that would shape his future.

"Bill Gates was a different path. I was very lucky," Bill Gates said as he began his journey at Lakeside. The school was a place where he could develop his ideas. He was surrounded by brilliant minds and had the kind of experience that would shape his future.

If we put the stories of hockey players and the Beatles and Bill Gates together, I think we get a more complete picture of the path to success. Joy and Gates and Bill Gates..."}

Because of an incredible lucky series of events, and the board, and the professor, and the environment..."